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The steady-state beam-loading effects on the accelerating field in the disk-loaded structure of a standing-wave cavity
have been systematically studied. The electron bunch from a 15-MeV electron linac is injected into the test structure
at arbitrary phase of the external driving field. The changes of the phase shift of the accelerating field and of the
stored energy are measured as a function of the phase on which the bunch rides. The former shows drastic change
when the bunch is near the crest of the driving field and when the beam loading is heavy, whereas the latter varies
sinusoidally for any beam loading. The resonant frequency shift of the structure due to beam loading is estimated
by using the measured results. All the experimental results are quantitatively explained by normal-mode analysis
of microwave cavity theory.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the development of accelerator utilization,
it is a contemporary requirement for the accel
erator technology to increase the intensity, to
reduce the energy spread and to improve the sta
bility of the output beam. In achieving these ob
jectives, one cannot neglect the beam-loading
effect on the accelerating field. This effect is es
pecially serious in a linear accelerator (linac) be
cause it usually accelerates very intense beam.

The effect of steady-state beam loading can be
regarded as caused by the electromagnetic field
induced in the accelerator structure by the bunched
beam. Among the Fourier components of the in
duced field, the fundamental mode gives rise to
so-called detuning of the accelerator structure,
which will affect the intensity and the energy
spectrum of the beam. Instabilities such as beam
break-up in large-scale electron linacs are known
to originate from some higher modes of the in
duced field. Here we will treat with the problems
related to the detuning effect both from the ex
perimental and the theoretical aspect.

The detuning of the accelerator structure by
beam loading has an effect, not only on the beam
quality, but also on the microwave source. The
effect on the beam is such that the amplitude re
duction and phase shift of the accelerating field
cause deterioration of the accelerating efficiency
and of the energy spectrum. On the other hand,
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reflections of the microwave power from the ac
celerator structure increase because of the
impedance change of the structure, and these re
flections make it difficult to operate the micro
wave source stably.

Methods and devices to compensate for these
effects have been studied by many authors. 1

-
4

Through these studies, a general theory for beam
loading phenomena,5-8 based upon equivalent
circuit analysis or upon microwave cavity theory,
has been developed. The experimental studies of
the beam loading9

-
11 have so far been limited to

regions around the synchronous phase of the ac
celerating field or to measurements on simulated
systems.

In the present experiment, the bunched beam
from the electron linac is passed through an S
band disk-loaded accelerator structure of stand
ing-wave type. The phase of the bunch with re
spect to the driving field in the structure is sys
tematically varied. To separate the effect on the
microwave source, the accelerator structure has
been connected to it by a well-padded transmis
sion line. Thus the measurements can be a direct
test of the beam-loading theory.

The following subjects will be discussed in the
subsequent sections:

1) Changes of amplitude and phase shift of the
accelerating field as functions of the initial phase
on which the bunch rides.
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2) Relation between the phase shift of the ac
celerating field and the resonant-frequency shift
of the accelerator structure.

3) Application of normal-mode analysis to the
experimental results.

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS

A schematic diagram of the experimental setup
and the microwave apparatus is shown in Fig. 1.
The test cavity is a disk-loaded waveguide of
standing-wave type, which consists of 6 disks,
5 cylinders, 2 half-cylinders and 2 end-plates, as
seen in Fig. 1. The dimensions of the structure
are as follows: the disk-hole diameter 2a is 22.255
mm, the cylinder diameter 2b is 85.056 mID, the
periodic length dis 36.233 mm, the disk thickness
t is 5.000 mm and the total length of the structure
is 21.74 cm. The normalized phase velocity vplc
and the normalized group velocity vglc of the
structure are 1.00 and 1.13 x 10-2, resp~ctively.
Each end-plate has a hole 3 mm in diameter at
the center for the beam and a small antenna at
a distance of 16 mm from the center for micro-

wave coupling; the coupling coefficient is 0.05.
This structure is assembled on a V-block and is
put into a vacuum chamber as shown in Fig. 2.

Microwave power for exciting the structure is
supplied from a traveling-wave tube amplifier
operating in a pulsed mode in the microwave sys
tem of the linac. The peak power and pulse width
of the microwave pulse to the structure are 16 W
and 5 f.lsec, respectively.

The electron beam of the INS (Institute for
Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo) linac, which
has an energy of 15 MeV and a beam pulse width
of 2 f.lsec, is used as the bunched beam in the
present experiment. The output beam from the
linac is collimated to have a diameter of 2 mm
and is transported to the test structure. The beam
current is measured by a Faraday-cup located
downstream of the structure.

Since the test structure has the same dimen
sions as a regular section of the INS linac,12 its
resonant frequency is equal to the operation fre
quency of the linac if each structure has the same
temperature as the other. Then the linac is op
erated with the same frequency as the resonant
frequency of the structure by temperature control
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FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up, and the microwave apparatus.
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FIGURE 2 Photograph of the accelerator structure installed
in the vacuum chamber.

in order to synchronize the rffield in the structure
with the incident electron bunch.

3. MEASUREMENT METHOD AND
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The changes of stored energy and phase shift of
the microwave field in the structure due to beam
loading are measured as functions of the phase
of the external driving field for the beam bunch.

First, the stored energy W in the structure can
be obtained by measuring the radiated power
from the structure, P rad , and by using the relation

[3wW
Prad ="Q:' (3.1)

FIGURE 3 The waveform of the beam-induced field. Time
scale = 0.5 "",sec, amplitude scale = 10 mV/div.

decays gradually. The peak of the waveform cor
responds to Prad at the pulse end and to a certain
peak beam intensity that can be found from the
average current measured by the Faraday cup
and from the duty factor of the beam. Figure 4
shows the peak stored energy as a function of the
beam current thus measured. The solid line in the
figure is a calculation with the same parameters
as the experiment (see Appendix A). Fairly good
agreement of both results confirms the validity
of the present experimental procedure.

The waveforms of energy stored in the struc
ture excited by the external microwave are
shown in Figs. 5(a) through 5(c). Figure 5(a) rep-

(3.2)

FIGURE 4 The stored energy due to the induced field in the
structure is shown as a function of the beam current.
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where Qo is the unloaded Q of the structure, W

is the angular frequency of the wave field, and
[3 is the coupling coefficient of the antenna, which
can in turn be determined from the relation be
tween the input power Po and the transmitted
power PI of the structure

PI 4[32
Po (1 + 2(3)2 .

The stored energy due purely to the beam-in
duced field, Wh , can be measured by the exper
imental arrangement of Fig. 1, but without feed
ing any external wave. An example of the
waveform of the induced field is shown in Fig.
3. It is seen in the figure that the field is built up
in the beam-pulse duration (2f.L second) and then
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(0)

(b)

(e)

FIGURE 5 The waveforms observed a) without bunch; b), c) with bunch on the
accelerating phase and the decelarating phase, respectively. Time scale = I
ILsec/div., amplitude scale = 10 mV/div.
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The measurement has been performed for Eb /

Eo of 0.30 and 0.62. The results are shown in Fig.
6 by open circles for stored energy and by solid
circles for phase shift, as functions of the relative
phase of the electron bunch to the driving field.
The absolute value of the phase of the bunch for
the driving field is so defined that it is zero and
180° when the bunch is on the crest of the ac
celerating and of the decelerating phase, respec
tively. The upper diagram in the figure represents
the small beam-loading case, Eb/Eo = 0.30 and
the lower one is the heavy beam-loading case,
Eb/Eo = 0.62.

The remarkable features of the results are

1) The stored energy changes sinusoidally
with the phase of the electron bunc,h.

2) The phase shift is negligible for resistive
beam loading, that is for the phases of the bunch
of 0 or 180°, at least for the beam loading factor
Eb/Eo under 0.62.

3) The phase of the field changes drastically
for reactive beam loading, that is for any phase
of the bunch except 0° and 180°. The phase shift

o 0 4

(3.3)

resents Prad without the electron beam. Figure
5(b) shows the buildup of the field when the elec
tron bunches are injected into the structure at the
accelerating phase and are taking the energy from
the driving field. Figure 5(c) corresponds to the
case when the bunches are at the decelerating
phase and are giving energy to the structure.

The phase of the driving field for the electron
bunch can be adjusted by use of the line stretcher
located between the structure and the external
microwave source, as seen in Fig. 1. One can
know the scale of the line stretcher at which the
electron bunch is riding just on the crest of the
accelerating or of the decelerating phase by mak
ing the stored energy minimum or maximum, and
hence one can realize any phase of the driving
field for the electron bunch.

The phase shift of the field in the structure
(superposition of the driving field and the induced
field) from the original driving field is measured
in the following way: the driving microwave
power divided from the source is further divided
by another directional coupler. One of the branches
is used for exciting the structure, and the other
is connected to a magic-T for comparing the
phase with that of the microwave from the struc
ture (see Fig. 1). At the start of the measurement,
the electron beam is turned off and the phase
shifter between the structure and the magic-Tis
adjusted so that the vector summation of the sig
nals to the magic-Tis minimized. By this ad
justment, the phase difference between two sig-
nals at the magic-T is confirmed to be 180°. Then,
passing the electron beam, the phase shifter is
adjusted again to minimize the vector summa
tion. The scale difference of the phase shifter
between the first and the second measurements
is the phase shift from the beam loading for given
phase of the bunch and intensity of the beam.

Following the method above, the stored energy
and phase shift of the field in the structure have
been measured systematically by varying the
phase of the driving field relative to the bunch
and the degree of beam loading. We have defined
the beam loading in terms of the ratio of the beam
induced field Eb to the external driving field Eo,
which is given by

Here Wb and Wo are the stored energies due to
induced field and due to driving field, respec
tively, as discussed above.

FIGURE 6 The variation of the stored energy, the phase shift,
and the resonant frequency shift due to the beam loading. The
theoretical re.sults are shown by dotted line, dashed line, and
solid line.
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varies steeply near 0°, especially when the beam
loading is heavy.

4. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND
DISCUSSION
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FIGURE 7 The diagram showing the phase relation of the
bunches, the driving field and beam-induced field.

The results calculated for B = 0.30 and 0.62 are
shown in Fig. 6.

where \fJ is the phase shift between the resultant
field and the driving field and can be expressed
as tan -1[( - B sin<Pb)/(1 - B COS<Pb)],

_ 1 ( - B s.in<Pb )- tanl\J - 1 - B COS<Pb

where 4Po QL2/WQext'l is the stored energy with
out beam loading.

This equation explains well the experimental
result that the stored energy changes sinusoidally
for the variation of <Pb. The curves in Fig. 6 are
the numerical results of Eq. (4.4) for B = 0.30
and 0.62.

The field in the structure is the superposition
of the driving field and the beam-induced field
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as a linear function of COS<Pb

4Po QL2
2

W = Q (1 + B - 2B COS<pb) , (4.4)
W ext·l

(4.2)

(4.3)

_1 __1 B cos <Pb - B 2

Qb - QL 1 + B 2 - 2B cos <Pb '

2~w __1 - B sin <Pb

wa ' QL 1 + B 2 - 2Bcos <Pb '

where Po is the input microwave to the structure,
Qext'l and Qext.2 are the external Q for the input
and the output coupler, respectively, Qb is the
beam Q, wa ' is the resonant frequency of the
structure without beam and ~W is the resonant
frequency shift due to reactive beam loading (See
Appendix C). Qb and ~W = W - wa ' are given
by the following equations6

1x ~---------~----~

(
_1_ + _1_ + _1 + _1) + (_2~_W)2 ,
Qext.l Qext.2 Qo Qb wa'

(4.1)

where QL is the loaded Q, B is the ratio of the
beam-induced field Eb to the driving field Eo, and
<Pb is the relative phase of the bunch to the driving
field as defined in the preceeding section and
shown in Fig. 7.

Substituting Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) into Eq. (4.1),
we obtain an expression for the stored energy W

The experimental results presented in the pre
ceeding section are analyzed by normal-mode
analysis of microwave-cavity theory.6,7,13,14 In
the analysis, modes other than the fundamental
are neglected. This is justified by spectrum meas
urements of the induced field, in which the fun
damental mode is found to be more intense by
30 db compared to any other mode (See Appendix
B).

Now we will treat the phenomena expected in
the accelerator structure into which the external
field is fed and the electron bunches are injected.

The stored energy can be expressed as
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We are interested in the resonant frequency
shift due to beam loading. The pulse length of the
driving field and of the electron beam, however,
is not sufficiently long for us to measure the
frequency shift directly and it is therefore esti
mated from the measured quantities.

One can calculate the resonant frequency shift
from the beam-loading factor B by using Eq.
(4.3). The result is shown in Fig. 6 by a solid line.
On the other hand, it is possible to find the fre
quency shift from the measured phase shift. Com
bining Eqs. (4.2), (4.3) and (4.6), one obtains the
relation

where

_] (2aw )
'" = tan w

a
' QT ,

(4.7)

15000

10000

5000 • 8 =0.30
08:0.62

This is a familiar equation for estimating the
phase shift in the case when the operating fre
quency is different from the resonant frequency
of the cavity. Since the beam Q(Qb in Eq. (4.7»
cannot be measured, it is calculated using Eq.
(4.2). The QT thus obtained is shown in Fig. 8.
The resonant frequency shift given by this method
is shown in Fig. 6 by cross marks. It is seen that
the results estimated in different ways agree with
each other.

From the experimental results and the theo
retical analysis so far discussed, we can con
clude:

1) The resonant frequency shifts to higher fre
quency when the electron bunch is in a phase
where the field is decreasing with time and vice
versa. This agrees with the well-known fact that
the rf acceleration system of an electron syn
chrotron, in which the stable phase is behind the
crest of the field, is operated with higher fre
quency than the resonant frequency without the
beam, and that the resonant frequency of an Al
varez proton linac, which accelerate low velocity
protons and whose stable phase is ahead of the
field crest, shifts to lower frequency.

2) The variation of the phase shift or the res
o·nant frequency shift is steepest around the crest
of the field, especially in the case of heavy beam
loading. This means that the acceleration of the
particle which is riding just on the field crest will

FIGURE 8 The calculated values of the total loaded Q, QT,
as a function of the relative phase of the bunch to the driving
field, <f>b, where the loaded Q without beam loading is 10400.

suffer from the instability of the tuning fre
quency.

3) The detuning of the structure due to the re
sistive beam loading has not been observed with
beam loading limited below B = 0.62.

4) All the experimental results can be ex
plained by normal-mode analysis including only
the fundamental mode. As is evident from the
deduction procedure, the results are valid for
steady-state beam loading in any cavity of stand
ing-wave type.
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APPENDIX A: Beam-Induced Field

According to J. C. Slater's theory of the-hollow
cavity, the equation of forced oscillation due to
the bunched beam is

Ql J wa ' d Jdt2 E·Ea dv + QL dt E·Ea dv

+ W a ,2 JE·Ea dv

= - !~JJ·E dv (A.l)
Eo dt a,

where E is the electric field, Ea is the a-th normal
mode field, J is the current density of the bunched
beam and wa ' is the angular resonant frequency
of the cavity without the beam. The beam-cavity
coupling integral on the right-hand side is given
approximately6 by

JJ'Ea dv = U.EaoLeiwo't , (A.2)

if the bunch is composed of a rectangular pulse
whose width is relatively short compared with
the period of the rf pulse and the bunch is syn
chronous with the a-th mode. In Eq. (A.2), 10 is
the beam current averaged over the bunches, Eao

is the amplitude of the a-th normal mode field
and L is the cavity length. -

If the beam is expressed by a step function (10

= 0 when t ~ 0 and 10 = const when t > 0) the
solution of Eq. (A. I) is given by

JE·Ea dv = 2QL Io~aoL
EoWa

x [I - e -(wa'/2 QL )f] dWa'f, (A.3)

The stored energy is defined by

W = ~ Eo I JE·Ea dv 1
2

(AA)

Substituting Eq. (A.3) into Eq. (A.4), we have

W = 2QL
2
I} ~~oL

2
[1 _ e - (wo'/2QL>t]2. (A.S)

EoWa

On the other hand, the relation between Eao and
the effective shunt impedence, r s , is given by

(A.6)

From Eqs. (A.5) and (A.6), the energy of the
beam-induced field stored in the structure is ex
pressed by

W = QL2Io2~rs [1 - e -(wo'/2QL>tF. (A.7)
Qowa

This equation represents the buildup of the beam
induced field that is seen in Fig. 3. For the present
experiment, the values of the parameters in Eq.
(A.7) are: QL = 10400, Qo = 11400, L = 21.74
cm, wa' = 1.733 X 1010, rslQo = ~4 O/cm and
t = 2.2 f.1sec.

Then the peak stored energy W Goule) can be
expressed as a function of current 10 (ampere) by

W = 2.29 10
2

•

This relation between 10 and W is shown in Fig.
4 with a solid line.

As seen in the figure, there is slight difference
between the calculation and the experiment. This
is due to the approximations that the beam pulse,
which looks like a trapezium with a half width
of approximately 2.2 f.1sec, is taken to be a 2.2
f.1sec rectangular pulse and the shape of the beam
bunch is approximated by a very short rectan
gular pulse.

APPENDIX B: Frequency Components of the
Beam-Induced Field

The frequency components of the beam-induced
field have been measured by a spectrum ana
lyzer. Four peaks have been observed, as seen
in Fig. B(I). The highest peak represents the res
onant frequency of the 21T/3 mode. The two peaks
on both' sides of the highest peak represent the
1T/2 mode and 51T/6 mode, respectively, and the
smallest peak at the left-hand s~de corresponds
to the 1T/6 mode. Each peak is accompanied by
many sidebands, which are due to the pulsed
change of the beam-induced field.

It is found that the fundamental mode is more
intensive than any other mode at least by 30 dB.
The frequency components of the higher-order
modes were not found in this measurement.
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(C.4)

1 1 1 1-=-+--+-
QL' Qo Qext.2 Qb·

where

From the conservation law of energy in the
cavity, the stored energy is given by

QL'
W = -Pin.

W

Thus from Eqs. (C~3) and «:.4), the following
equation for the stored energy is obtained

W = 4Po

WQext.]

frequency ( MHz)

2734.25

2758. 45 ..

2764. 92

2749. 61

FIGURE B(1) The frequency component of the beam-induced
field observed by spectrum analyzer. Horizontal scale = 5
MHz/div., vertical scale = 10 dB/div.

(
111)+ Qext.] -Q + -Q + -Q ,(C. 1)

o ext·2 b

where Po is the input power.
Substituting the real and imaginary part of Eq.

(C. 1) into Eq. (C.2), we have

4

(
_1_ + _1_ + l..- + _1)2 + (2:a~)2 ,
Qext.] Qext.2 Qo Qb

(C.5)
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APPENDIX C: Change of the -Stored Energy

The input admittance, Yin, looking from the de
tuned short-circuit plane into a cavity with beam
loading can be written as

l'iy
in

= jQext.] (~ _ wa')
o Wa W

where Yo is the characteristic admittance of the
wave guide and the output wave guide of the cav
ity is assumed to be terminated by a matched
load.

We write the input admittance as Yin = G +
jB; then the power flow into the cavity, Pin is
expressed in the form




